
Transform Your Business 
with Generative AI: 
RapidCanvas AskAI Delivers 
Intelligent Answers

Adoption of Generative AI is complex; a one-size-fits-all approach falls short in ensuring consistent and 
accurate results for purpose-built applications. RapidCanvas has two AI turnkey product offerings to 
provide customers with easy access to their data and knowledge base.

Elevate your enterprise data into actionable intelligence with our conversational Insight Engine. This powerful 
analytics tool empowers business users with self-service capabilities, fine-tuned for specific industry topics. It 
offers real-time operational insights, enabling queries like “What is the status of my most recent order?” with 
precision and control over context and security.

AskAI for Analytics Insights 

Link a sophisticated conversational interface to your comprehensive technical documentations—ranging from 
product manuals to complex design blueprints. AskAI allows clients to incorporate a variety of document 
types, which are automatically integrated and contextualized for efficient LLM querying. This ensures 
immediate access to crucial support information and intricate procedural or regulatory guidance.

AskAI for Knowledge Base

AskAI : Generative AI customized to your business 

Tuned to your business and 
domain context:
Prompts are enhanced with your domain 
and business context to ensure the LLMs 
responses are accurate and relevant to 
your teams

Enterprise grade data security 
and privacy:
Your data remains private and secure 
locally and does not leave your 
environment

Continuous learning and 
feedback:
A feedback loop is provided based on your 
prompts and responses to improve LLM 
performance continuously

Automated analytics application 
generation:
Instantly generate interactive charts and 
build one-click analytics apps that bring 
your data to life



Typical Implementation Roadmap 

How AskAI works?   

Discovery
Understand RapidCanvas AskAI 
requirements and map your data and 
knowledge base to RapidCanvas 
requirements.

Step 1

Production Scale Application
Migrate from MVP to a production application. Additional topics are 
added to further expand the business context you would like AskAI to 
understand. AskAI is connected with the expanded data and knowledge 
base. Automated and human calibration  of the responses is performed.

1 Week

2 Weeks

1 Week
Ongoing

1 Week

Step 3

Onboarding and Validation 
Provide credentials and access to users of 
AskAI. Enable technical team who will 
collaborate  with RapidCanvas to manage the 
environment, data access etc.  Monitor the 
initial results.

Step 4

Additional Topics and Tuning 
Automated monitoring of ongoing 
performance. Ensure AskAI continuously 
learns from the activity and refines 
performance.

Step 5

Rapid Prototyping
Create MVP of AskAI solution on your data and 
knowledge base. The MVP is focused on a 
subset of your data and knowledge base with a 
single topic of context relevant to your business. 

Step 2

Easy-to-use conversational interface like 
ChatGPT 

Branded or white labeled to your 
application

Enterprise-grade security, authentication 
and authorization

Conversational Interface

Easy to set-up and manage with no-code 
interface

Tailored responses for your business

Enterprise-grade security & data 
protection

Custom LLM Infrastructure

Leveraging a structured methodology, RapidCanvas ensures AskAI projects reach defined milestones through a well-defined process



Partners in our success 

One week to AI Proof of Concept

One month to AI solution

Or your money back

The RapidCanvas founding team brings together subject matter 
experts, researchers, engineers, and operational leaders who have 
been part of the evolutionary journey of the AI landscape for the last 
20 years, across successful startups and multiple market-leading 
companies. The team has a singular mission: empowering business 
leaders to create tailored AI solutions without data science or code 
expertise or investing in professional services. 

AI experience gained at leading companies 

Customers Love Us  
Based on outstanding feedback and reviews from satisfied customers ; endorsed by a respected industry-leading third party review service 

"We highly appreciate the value that RapidCanvas brings in accelerating our go-to-market with 
Orion Wingman. Through collaborative efforts, we can bring a best-of-breed, highly secure 
AI-based solution to accelerate the adoption and utilization of Orion’s Enterprise Information 
Intelligence Graph (EIIG). This includes easing access and providing accurate responses to 
users across all personas in the enterprise."

  Ramesh Shurma
CEO of Orion Governance 


